subnational primer:
region 6,7, 8 and NIR
transparency and accountability in the extractive industry

participating
companies
Mining:

1. Carmen Copper (2012 and 2013)
2. Leyte Iron Sand (2012 and 2013)

non-participating
companies
Coal:

1. Semirara Mining (2012 and 2013)

carmen copper

socialand
environmental disclosures
Carmen Copper social and environmental
expenditures include P363 million pesos for
its annual environmental protection and
enhancement program and another P33.7
million for the state mandated social
development and management program.

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURES

payments to government, by revenue

Carmen Copper biggest's payment to
government is VAT for imports which
amounted to P402 million surpassing
excise tax on minerals at P255 million. The
company enjoyed corporate income tax that
year and paid a mere P64 million.

payments
to government, by agency
A bulk of the company's payment went to
the Bureau of Customs amounting to P453
million followed by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue with P327 million. The local
government units collected P87 million.

lgu
shares
Estimates using excise tax

effective tax rate

collections and the formula from
the Local Government Code.
Actual receipt may vary due to
delay in downloading of funds by
national government.

OPERATIONS DISCLOSURES
Production value

2009

₱969,000,000

2010

₱1,379,000,000

2011

₱1,788,000,000

2012

₱1,681,000,000

2013

₱1,533,000,000
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Measure of the burden of all tax collected
by the government from mining as a percentage
of income before tax

employment figures

leyte iron sand

socialand
environmental disclosures
Leyte Ironsand's biggest social and
environmental disclosure is its social
development and management program
amounting to P632 thousand followed by
mining technology and geosciences
advancement with P97 thousand.
There were no reconciled and disclosed
environmental funds.

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURES

payments
to government, by revenue
Leyte Ironsand's biggest payment to
government is excise tax on minerals worth
P620 thousand followed by local business
tax paid to the local government unit
amounting to P200 thousand.

payments to government, by agency

